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In brief

During the 2016 Budget Speech that was delivered by the then Minister of Finance Pravin Gordhan,

a Special Voluntary Disclosure Programme (“SVDP”) was announced. The announcement was made

ahead of the new automatic exchange of information between tax authorities, which would see the

South African Revenue Services (“SARS”) receiving offshore third party data from other tax

authorities. For taxpayers with undisclosed offshore assets the SVDP provides an opportunity to

voluntarily disclose such assets, thus regularizing their tax and exchange control affairs.

The deadline for submission of SVDP applications is 31 August 2017. With the deadline for

submission of SVDP applications fast approaching, we have taken this opportunity to provide you

with a brief overview of the eligibility criteria for the SVDP process, the relief available and how you

can apply for relief.

In detail

Eligibility

Below is a brief of overview of the eligibility criteria for SVDP applications:

Eligible to apply for relief Not eligible to apply for relief

Individuals and companies Any person who has received notice of the

commencement of an audit or criminal

investigation into their affairs (and the audit/

investigation has not been completed but is in

relation to the undisclosed foreign assets).

Any person whose information has been

obtained by SARS in terms of an international

exchange of information procedure.

Foreign discretionary trusts: settlors, donors,

deceased estate or beneficiary of such a trust, if

they elect to have the trust’s offshore income

and assets deemed to be held by and accrued to

them.

SA resident trusts

Any person who held an asset wholly or partly

derived from undisclosed foreign receipts /

accruals, which were disposed of before 1 March

Any person who argues that all or part of the

seed money, subsequent deposits and/or

funding of foreign assets are either not taxable in
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Eligible to apply for relief Not eligible to apply for relief

2010, other than by way of a donation or

disposal on loan account to a trust. Special

deeming provisions may apply in this regard.

South Africa or have already been taxed in South

Africa. The normal VDP process remains

available for disclosures of this nature.

Relief available

The following tax relief will be

available for successful SVDP

applications:

 Only 40% of the highest

value of the total of the

aggregate of all foreign

assets derived from

undeclared income and

accumulated between or

deemed to be between the

period 1 March 2010 - 28

February 2015 will be

included in the taxable

income and subject to tax in

South Africa.

 The undeclared income that

originally gave rise to the

assets mentioned above will

however be exempt from

income tax, donations tax

and estate duty liabilities

arising in the past. Future

income will be fully taxed

and assets declared will

remain liable for donations

tax and estate duty in the

future, should the applicant

donate these assets or pass

away while holding them.

 Interest on tax debts arising

from the voluntary

disclosure will commence

only from the 2015 year of

assessment.

 Investment earnings and

other taxable events prior to

1 March 2015 will be exempt

from tax. However, future

investment income will be

subject to tax.

A successful SVDP application

comes with a further benefit

that there will be no

understatement and

administrative penalties levied

against the taxpayer, except for

the penalty for late submission

of a return, where applicable.

SARS will also not pursue a

criminal prosecution against

the taxpayer if the SVDP is

successful.

In addition to the tax relief,

taxpayers can also get

exchange control relief, in

terms of which they would only

pay a levy as follows: 5% of the

unauthorised foreign assets or

the sale proceeds thereof, if

such assets are repatriated to

South Africa. However, if the

assets are retained abroad, the

levy payable is increased to

10%. In both instances, the

levy is required to be paid from

the foreign sourced funds. The

levy is further increased to 12%

where the assets are not

repatriated to South Africa and

the taxpayer does not use

foreign sourced funds to pay

the levy. It is clear from how

the levy is structured that the

South African Reserve Bank

prefers for the funds to be

repatriated to South Africa.

How to apply for SVDP
relief

SARS and the SA Reserve Bank

have a single point of entry for

SVDP applications. This can be

done through the SARS

electronic Filing platform, by

either applying only for tax

relief (VDP01 form) or for

exchange control relief

(SVDP01 form), or for both (by

completing both the

aforementioned forms).

Deadline for SVDP
applications

The closing date for

submission of applications for

tax and exchange control relief

under the SVDP was recently

extended to 31 August 2017.

Whilst this was not the first

time that the date was being

extended, there has not been

much talk about a further

extension.

With just 2 weeks left to take

advantage of the SVDP relief,

SA residents who have

undisclosed assets outside

South Africa are urged to make

use of this opportunity to

regularise their tax and

exchange control affairs. Those

taxpayers who miss the 31

August 2017 deadline may

however still apply for relief in

terms of the normal VDP

route, which offers less relief.
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Let’s talk

For a deeper discussion of how this issue might affect you, please contact:

Ian Olls James Whitaker Gavin Duffy

Port Elizabeth Cape Town Johannesburg

041 391 4474 021 529 2638 011 797 4271

ian.olls@pwc.com james.whitaker@pwc.com gavin.duffy@pwc.com
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